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About the Project
The Accursed Mountains - Exquisite Outdoor Destination project was funded
by the EU through the Cross-Border Cooperation Programme of Montenegro and
Kosovo. The overall objective of this project was to improve the volume, quality
and visibility of tourism, with the specific objective of strengthening the crossborder zone of the Accursed Mountains as an outdoor destination. To this end, the
project has achieved the following results:
Result 1 - Improved outdoor tourism infrastructure: The project has established
a new network of cross-border trails that have a length of more than 300 km, and
include trails for both hiking and biking, as well as thematic trails. These trails
have been equipped with plentiful signalisation and marking which abide by
international standards, that will help hikers and bikers with orientation and
information on how to connect to other existing trails. In addition to this, the
trails are also equipped with resting points, bike parking installations, water
source and panoramic view signalisation. On the Kosovo side, the project has
also established a new rock-climbing site in the Rugova Canyon, which includes
18 new bolted routes of various difficulty levels.
Result 2 - Standardized cross-border information for tourists and tourism
agencies: The project has collected all the GPS logs of the new and existing trails
in the cross-border area, along with waypoints for various tourism services
providers and points of interests, and has developed maps that include this
information. Using this information, Info Boards have been set-up along the trails
and in strategic access points, that provide vital safety information and
orientational maps for those utilising the trails. In keeping with technological
advancements, the project has also created Android and iOS apps which include
all this information and offline maps, and can be used on all smart devices.
Result 3 - Promotional activities increasing the visibility of the Accursed
Mountains zone as an outdoor destination: The project has placed billboards at
the most frequented entry points of towns and cities which provide access to the
Accursed Mountains on both sides of the border, and has developed brochures
and maps with detail information on safety, orientation, service providers, points
of interest and outdoor activities available in this zone. Furthermore, it has
developed promotional videos on the Accursed Mountains and its attractions, as
well as developing profiles of more than 150 tourism service providers in the
cross-border zone. Additionally, a web portal was established for the Accursed
Mountains which contains all relevant information on outdoor activities on offer,
as well as on reliable service providers that will complement your Accursed
Mountains adventure.
This project was implemented by a cross-border management team, comprised
of RDA-West and Peja Municipality in Kosovo, and RDA of Bjelasica, Komovi and
Prokletije and the Tourism Organization of Plav in Montenegro.

Komuna Pejë
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THE ACCURSED MOUNTAINS IN
KOSOVO
QUICK FACTS
1. They are located in northwestern Kosovo;
2. They extend for 50 km north to south, stretching over a width of 26 km;
3. The total area of the national park is 62,488.00 ha (Peja with 32,311 ha or
52%, Deçan with 16,881 ha or 27%, Istog with 4,973 ha or 8%, Junik with
5,300 ha or 8% and Gjakova with 3,032 ha or 5%);
4. It represents 5.7% of the total territory of Kosovo;
5. About 28% of the territory belongs to the alpine belt and lies at an altitude
of more than 1,800 m;
6. There are over 1,000 species of flora in this territory. The most renowned
flower is the famous Alpine star (Leontopodium alpinum) found in the
mountains of Hajla and Rusolia;
7. The fauna is also quite rich. Available data speak of 8 species of fish, 13
species of amphibians, 10 species of reptiles, 178 species of birds, 37
species of mammals and 129 species of butterflies from the Lepidoptera
order only;
8. The Drini i Bardhe Springs and Waterfall and the Radavci Cave are natural
monuments protected by law since 1983;
9. The Rugova Gorge is a protected natural monument since 1985. The
territory of this natural monument is 4,302 hectares;
10. The highest peak in Kosovo and in the Accursed Mountains is Gjeravica
at 2,656m, while the highest peak in Peja is Guri Kuq at 2,522m. Other
equally attractive peaks in the region are Hajla at 2,403m, Çfëra at
2,461m, Mariashi at 2,530m, and others described in the following.
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FEATURES OF THE TERRITORY
The Accursed Mountains are a unique territory in terms of their natural
beauty and immense landscapes. They have great water resources, such as
springs, rivers, streams, lakes, waterfalls, as well as numerous habitats and a
great wealth of plant and animal life, canyons, caves, etc. Some areas were
already protected by law, even before the proclamation of the Accursed
Mountains as a national park, as natural monuments or nature reserves, such
as the Rugova Gorge, Drini i Bardh Spring and Radavc Cave, Gubavci, Prilep
Mountain, Ropsi Peak, etc.
Overall, this national park is divided into three groups of mountain ranges,
with the first group including the northern and northeastern mountain
ranges from Istog to Peja, with many great peaks for mountaineering and
climbing, such as Rusolia at 2,381m, Shtedimi at 2,272m, Hajla at 2,403m
and Vjellaku peak at 2,014m. The central part of the national park is made of
the mountain ranges between the two rivers, the Lumbardhi of Peja and the
Lumbardhi of Deçani. The most impressive peaks within this area are Çfërla
at 2,461m, Strellc peak at 2,377m, Guri i Kuq at 2,522m, and Maja e Plakut
peak at 2,426m. The southern range extends from Lumbardhi of Deçani and
includes peaks such as Rrasa e Zogut at 2,296m, Gjeravica at 2,656m, Bogiçe
at 2,103 m, Ropsi at 2,505m, Maja e Qenit peak at 2,406m and Marjashi at
2,530m.
All this indicates that the Accursed Mountains are a paradise for nature
lovers and those seeking adventure activities, such as mountaineers and
alpinists, with many options for rock climbing, the via ferrata, skiing, nordic
skiing, snowshoeing, and also for scientific researchers and all those health
requires a mountain climate. What sets this park apart even more is the
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connection of touristic activities from Kosovo to Albania and Montenegro,
creating a unique destinations as a shared asset of the three countries, and
providing a more diverse offer for all visitors looking for adventures and
thrilling recreational activities, especially for international visitors who are
increasingly looking for these types of offers.

FLORA

This mountainous region has a great diversity of flora with over 1,000
species of Balkan and European plants that are classified as relict, endemicrelict and endemic. These alpine and subalpine areas are home to 33
endemic-relict species, 6 sub-endemic species, and 128 endemic Balkan
species, which serve for scientific, economic and medical purposes. Based on
the Red Book of Vascular Flora of the Republic of Kosovo, 126 species are in
danger of extinction and 6 species are on UNESCO’s European Red List - New
York, 1991. Most of the highlands are covered in deciduous and coniferous
forests, such as oak woods at altitudes of 300 m to 900 m, dominated by the
oak species lies Quercus Cerris), Quercus Frainetto, and Quercus Petraea,
then beech tree forests from 800m to 1200m, followed by the belt of
coniferous forests that reach altitudes of up to 2,200m, made up of pine
species like Pinus Heildreichii, Pinus Peuce, the silver fir (Abies alba),
spruce (Picea sp.), dwarf pine (Pinus Mugho), juniper (Juniperus
Nana), while above this line begin the pastures and
alpine terrain dominated by matgrass (Nardus
stricta), but also the Centaurea nervosa, the
bistort (Polygonum bistora), the
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Gentiana graminea, the Hypericum quadringulum etc. Medicinal and small
plants play a very big role in the rich habitats of these mountains, and are
also part of the tourism offer. Among them we can mention blueberries,
junipers, cowslip, elder, crab apple, wild crapemyrtle, cornelian cherry,
hypericum perforatum, yarrow, nettles, dog-rose, etc.

FAUNA

The Accursed Mountains National Park is home to a very rich fauna with
endemic and relict species. It features: 8 species of fish, 13 amphibians, 10
reptiles, 148 birds, 37 mammals, as well as 129 species of butterflies from
the Lepidoptera order only, many of them of international importance, and
this is why the Accursed Mountains are included in the IBA international list.
Among the animals that should be mentioned are: the lynx (Lynx lynx),
brown bear (Ursus arctos), roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), the goat antelope
or chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra), golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), lesser
kestrel (Falco naummani), western capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus), alpine
salamander (Salamandra atra), otter (Lutra lutra), wolf (Canis lupus), and
wildcat (Felix sylvestris).

CULTURAL HERITAGE

Peja has a total of 112 cultural heritage sites which include both
architectural and archaeological structures, which are listed by relevant
authorities as sites under protection. Out of this number there 28 mosques,
2 tekkes, 5 catholic churches, and 6 orthodox churches, including the
Orthodox Patriarchate which is now also part of the UNESCO List of World
Heritage Sites. As both the hiking and biking trails progress from Peja
towards Deçan, it is important to highlight that Deçan also has 69
architectural and archaeological cultural heritage listed sites under
protection. This includes 20 mosques, 1 catholic church, and 2 orthodox
churches, the latter including also the Deçani Monastery which is also part
of the UNESCO List of World Heritage. Deçan is also well known for the
traditional stone houses or the “Kulla” in the local language, which can be
found in many parts of the municipality. However, the most prominent
location with reconstructed and preserved stone houses is the village of
Drenoc, which is also a tourist attraction.

CLIMATE

The Accursed Mountains have a very suitable climate in every season, which
creates opportunities for a wide variety of recreational activities. The
Accursed Mountains belong to the region with a continental climate but are
also under the influence of the sub-Mediterranean climate, which
penetrates through the Drini i Bardhe valley. At the foot of the mountains a
milder climate prevails, while in higher altitude areas the climate is alpine,
with heavy snowfall and glaciers. The winter is quite cold, with snowfalls
reaching up to 2 m, while the summer is cooler and very suitable for tourism
activities.
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THE ACCURSED MOUNTAINS
HIKING TRAILS IN KOSOVO
The “Accursed Mountains - Exquisite Outdoor Destination” cross-border
hiking trails, are one of the most unique experiences of the Accursed Mountains.
These hiking trails are connected between Kosovo and Montenegro, and are
optimally designed in order to be suitable for tourists, mountaineers and nature
lovers of all ages, while allowing hikers to cross through the wildest parts of the
mountains and highlands. The trails in Kosovo proceed in two directions, with
one covering the north to west heading and passing through the Rugova
Mountains and connecting to Montenegro near Stankaj village, while the other
covering the south to west heading and passing through the mountains of Peja,
leading to the mountains of Deçan and then to Montenegro through the area
known as Zavoji Pass, from where it connects to Babino Polje in the Plav area.
For details on procedures for crossing the border please see the project website,
where you can also find the link for downloading the Android and iOS apps.

North to West Hiking Trail
The starting point of the North to West hiking
trail is in the village of Shtupeq i Madh which is
15 km away from the city of Peja. Transportation
can be arranged through local tour operators or
individual guides, or alternatively you can also
take the public transport that runs on the PejaRugova route twice a day (08:00 and 15:00).
The trail progresses through stunning areas of
the mountains, panoramic villages and seasonal
settlements in the highlands of the Rugova
Valley, with three optional border crossings into
Montenegro, which connect to trails on the other
side of the border. These border crossing points
are the Shtedimi Pass (Gurri N’drenikës), the
“Qafa e Dasmorëve” (Pass of Wedding Procession)
near Boge village, and along the area known as
the Beautiful Meadows near Stankaj village.
Itinerary: Shtupeq i Madh – Podi Jakupit – Shtedim –
Hajla Pass – Hajla Peak – Dramadol – Qafa e Dasmorëve
– Stankaj. (see related Trail Map for details)
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CROSS BORDER HIKING & BIKING TRAILS

• Length: 41.17 km
• Altitude: Minimum 890 m / maximum 2,400 m
• Difficulty: Moderate (suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good shape and are familiar with hiking)
• Stages: The trail is divided into three stages, and is recommended by
guides to be coved during a three-day period which includes
recuperation breaks and overnight stays in guesthouses found in
panoramic villages along the trail path.
• Attractions: Hajla Peak 2403 m, views of Leqinat Highlands, views of
Guri i Kuq, views of Lumbardh, views of Montenegro mountains, etc.
Stage one length 19.31 km / Difficulty: Moderate
Your adventure in the Accursed Mountains starts right from the main
gateway into these mountains, which is Rugova. To reach the starting point
in the village of Shtupeq i Madh, you have to pass through Peja, and we
suggest you should spend at least half a day visiting the history-rich cultural
trail that runs through a city which is not so large but is very lively. Your trail
continues on the road into Rugova, through the Rugova Gorge which is the
largest natural attraction of this highland area. This magnificent canyon is
considered Kosovo’s greatest natural wonder, which has gained an
international reputation also. The first village into the highlands is Shtupeqi
i Madh, 15 km from Peja, along the left bank of the Lumbardhi river. It is from
this village that you will start your adventure, full of outdoor and cultural
experiences. Your adventure starts from trail no. 7167 in the village of
Shtupeq i Madh, renowned as one of the most picturesque villages in the
Rugova highlands, sitting opposite the Rugova Gorge massif. This village has
got now quite an attractive tourist offer, as inhabitants offer accommodation
and traditional food aslo. From there you follow the trail to the Broqi Pass
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(Qafa e Broqit) at an altitude of 1390 m (optionally you can find
accommodation here also), to then reach the famous site of Podi i Jakupit
(Jakup’s Basin) at an altitude of 1850m (optionally you can find
accommodation here also) from where you can see magnificent views of the
Rugova gorge and of the Accursed Mountains in general. It should be noted
that due to private properties, part of this trail passes through the main road,
which is paved. From this point the trail reaches the Shtedimi Pass (Gurri
N’drenikës), which is the first crossing point into Montenegro (Municipality
of Rozhaje), and then passes from the Hajla Pass to reach the guesthouse
located at 1800 m above sea level, in a pristine mountain environment which
in not even covered by the electric power grid.
Stage two length 6.98 km / Difficulty: Moderate
Stage two continues early in the morning with the climb to Hajla Peak at an
altitude of 2403 m, from where you get quite magnificent views of the
Accursed Mountains. This part will take you at least 2 hours but this is one
of the most attractive peaks, and it is summited all year round by climbers,
mountaineers and nature lovers, not only from Kosovo but from all over the
world. This pristine habitat is home to a range of plants, and if you are lucky,
you may also find the Alpine Star flower, or Edelweiss as it is commonly
known. The trail then continues through the Hajla Ridge and drops slightly
to pass along the old shepherds’ trail in order to reach Dramadol (1750 m),
which belong to the village of Koshutan where you will make your next stop,
and you’ll be able to get accommodation and enjoy traditional food.
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Stage three length 14.90 km / Difficulty: Moderate
From your current location in Dramadol the trail proceeds with an easy climb
through Hajle of Shkreli to reach the location known as the “Qafa e
Dasmorëve” (Pass of the Wedding Processions) at an altitude of 1770 m,
where the trails from Kosovo and Montenegro join. From there the trail
continues along the border, above the village of Boge. The tourist village of
Boge is the westernmost village of the Rugova highlands, right on the border
with Montenegro. This village has already become a major attraction, and
offer skiing during the winter, while during the summer many visitors spend
their time hiking along the beautiful pathways or having a picnic with family
and friends. From the village of Boge the trail leads to the village of Stankaj
which is at an altitude of 1450 m, and which is also a remarkable village in
terms of its landscape. Like all the other Rugova villages, the village of
Stankaj has a diverse flora and fauna, and during your hike these views of
vegetation adorned by the beauty of flowers will make your travels even
more attractive. The time you will spend in this village will certainly remain
forever in your memory. This represents the end of the Kosovo part of the
trail. From the village of Stankaj to the border area known as the Beautiful
Meadows there about 2 kilometers. Plese see the website for more info on
the trails that continue in Montenegro and the border-crossing procedures.
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South to West Hiking Trail
This trail can be accessed directly from the city of Peja, by initially taking the
recreational pedestrian path known as the “Health Trail”, and then taking the
path known as Livadhi Sakes (Saka’s Meadow) Trail, which passes along the
southern hillside overlooking Peja and providing spectacular views of the
city and its cultural heritage sites, which include a number of mosques, the
catholic church and the Patriarchate. The trail then progresses further into
the adventures of the mountains through the Çfërle Trail, where you have
the option of summiting the peak of the mountain or take the trail around it
to reach the highlands of Deçan Municipality, which also offer spectacular
views of mountain ranges. The trail progresses towards Montenegro
reaching the crossing point known as the Zavoji Pass. It is at this point that
the trail connects to previously established trails of the “Peaks of the
Balkans” and those of “Via Dinarica”, hence providing various options for
continuing your hiking adventure further.
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Itinerary: Peja - Livadhi Adilit - Stanet e Irzniqit - Maja e Çfërles (optional route
around the Çfërla peak) - Milishevc - Pusi i Plaves – Zavoji Pass.
(see related Trail Map for details)

• Length: 30.77 km
• Difficulty: Moderate - suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good physical shape.
• Stages: The trail is divided into three stages, and is recommended by
guides to be coved during a three-day period which includes
recuperation breaks and overnight stays in guesthouses found in
panoramic villages along the trail path.
• Attractions: Views of Peja and its cultural heritage sites, Livadhi
Sakes (Sake’s meadow), Views of the Dukagjini Flatlands and Lake
Radoniq, Çfërle Peak at 2,461m, Views of the mountains of Deçan
and in general the Accursed Mountains, even over in Montenegro
and Albania, the peaks of Gjeravica (2,656 m), Marijashi (2,530 m),
Guri i Kuq (2,522 m), Jezerca (2,694 m), and other mountain ranges.
Stage one length 10.53 km / Difficulty: Moderate
Your adventure starts from the center of the beautiful city of Peja, following
trail nr. 7168 which is the main trail to the Çfërle peak at an altitude of 2,461
m. The trail passes through the Zatra neighborhood of the city and connects
to the so-called Health Trail, then onwards through the Pine Trail and Sake's
Meadow (Livadhi Sakes) Trail. This part is very attractive, as walking is easy
and the views of the city of Peja are stunning, while the diverse vegetation
adds to its uniqueness. These trails are used quite a lot by the citizens of Peja
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for their daily recreational activities. Once you reach the pine wood area you
can take a short break to enjoy the breeze and inhale the resin-scented air.
This site is a major attraction and is also equipped with resting areas, so we
suggest you take a short break here. From here your journey continues to the
right, following the trail to Sake’s Meadow (Livadhi Sakes), which is another
point where you can take a short break and replenish your water reserves
with fresh water from the spring. Sake’s Meadow is an area under protection
as a plant reserve since 1959 due to its botanical importance, as it is home
to the endemic-relict species of the flowering plant (Forsythia Europeae).
Your trail continues through a steeper slope, but not too difficult, to reach the
site known as the Tarabosh Balcony, offering stunning views of the city of
Peja, and making you feel like you’re holding the Rugova and Istog highlands
in the palm of your hand. We suggest you take a short break here. From there
your trail runs towards Adil’s Meadow and into the main road leading to the
Irzniq highlands, which is also a shepherds’ summer settlement area. These
are splendid highlands, very rich in flora and fauna, while the views it offers
over the Dukagjini Flatlands are magnificent. Stage one ends at this point,
and here you can find accommodation in any of available guesthouses.
Stage two length 11.98 km / Difficulty: Moderate
You will enjoy your breakfast at an altitude of 1,800 m, breathing the fresh
mountain air combined with the healthy elements released by pine trees in
the nature, while this experience will be supplemented by the values of
traditional foods, and especially by sipping on mountain tea and the splendid
views over the Dukagjini Flatlands in the east and the imposing mountain
crowns in the west. Your hike will start from the Irzniqi Shepherds’ Huts,
following trail no. 7511 with a moderate climb to the Çfërle peak at 2,461 m,
one of the most beautiful peaks of the Accursed Mountains, and is one of the
top three peaks conquered all year round by mountaineers, climbers and
nature lovers from Peja and beyond. This peak offers awesome views, and
from here you can see almost the entire highlands area of the Accursed
Mountains spread in all three countries, and pretty good views of the
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Gjeravica peak 2,656 m, Marijashi 2,530 m, Guri i Kuq 2,522 m, Jezerca peak
2,694 m, and others. This stage has a length of about 12 km, meaning that
your hike will be rather relaxing, and you’ll experience the natural beauty
and magnificent views of the Accursed Mountains. The trail then continues
to descent, passing by the village of Pleqe at an altitude of 1800 m and
reaching into the villages of Milishevci and Zllanopoja of the Deçani region,
at an altitude of 1,700 m (all these three villages inhabited by residents of
the village of Isniq of Deçan, usually during the warmer periods of the year).
This is a top site for tourists, mountaineers and nature lovers, as it is the
crossing point of the Peaks of the Balkans and Via Dinarica trails, and you will
find accommodation services, food, transportation etc. This mountain is also
rich in splendid views and in flora and fauna.
Stage three length 8.26 km / Difficulty: moderate
Homemade bread, fresh milk, cheese, fresh vegetables, honey and mountain
tea, are the flavors of the unique breakfast experience you will always
remember. Your tour will start early in the morning as this hiking stage will
be longer (about 7 hours of hiking), but not too arduous. From Zllanopoja or
Milishevci you will continue the trail ascending over the Roshkodol
Shepherds’ Huts at an altitude of 1800 m. Roshkodol is a summer settlement
used by residents of the village of Isniq, who bring their flocks of animals
here during the summer. It offers a unique experience with its shepherds’
huts built like in the olden days. From Roshkodol the trail ascends gently
towards the site known as the Plava Well. Here you will reach an altitude of
2030 m, and we suggest you take a break here. From this point you’ll hike on
almost flat terrain, passing by the Bajrak Peak 2,078 m, Kërshi i Pish's (Pine
Rock), and reach the end point of Zavoji Pass (Qafa e Zavojit) which then
connects to Montenegro. At this point you are also hiking on the Peaks of the
Balkans and Via Dinarica trails. See the website for deails on other trails.
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THE ACCURSED MOUNTAINS
BIKING TRAILS IN KOSOVO
The “Accursed Mountains - Exquisite Outdoor Destination” cross-border
biking trails, constitute one of most unique experiences in the Accursed
Mountains. The biking trails are connected between Kosovo and Montenegro,
and are designed in a way that allow for a rich experience of both nature and
the cultural heritage of people and communities of both countries, during which
your adventures will reach their peak. The biking trails in Kosovo combine the
experience of biking both along flatlands and highlands, and the hospitality
services provided at various points along these trails will allow you to experience
the cultural differences between the communities living in the highlands and
those the flatlands, which will only add to your adventures. If your biking
experience in the Accursed Mountains starts in Kosovo, both biking trails have a
starting point in the city centre of Peja. For details on procedures for crossing the
border please see the project website, where you can also find the link for
downloading the Android and iOS apps.
The biking trails presented in the following, have be identified as the North to
West and the South to West biking trails of the Accursed Mountains.

North to West Biking Trail
The North to West direction passes through the Rugova Gorge and leads into
the most beautiful Rugova highlands, specifically the Accursed Mountains
National Park, where you’ll be immersed in mountain landscapes, panoramic
views of the peaks rising above 2000 m, the local culture of the inhabitants,
their traditions and way of life, and other experiences of the flora and fauna
you will encounter during your biking travels.
Itinerary: Peja - Shtupeq i Vogël - Podi i Jakupit - Shkrel - Gropat e Mëdha (Boge) Kuqishte – crossing into Montenegro towards Çakor. (see related Trail Map for details)
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• Length: 60.29 km
• Difficulty: Moderate - suitable for non-professional recreational
bikers of almost all ages and visitors who are in good physical
shape.
• Stages: The trail is divided into three stages, and is recommended
by guides to be coved during a three-day period which includes
recuperation breaks and overnight stays in guesthouses found in
panoramic villages along the trail path.
• Attractions: Hajla Peak 2403 m, views of Leqinat Highlands, views of
Guri i Kuq, views of Lumbardh, views of Montenegro mountains, etc.
Stage one: Starts from Peja by following the road to Rugova Gorge for a
distance of 15 km reaching the access road to the village of Shtupeq i Madh,
renowned for the beauty of its meadows laying on the left bank of the
Lumbardh river of Peja. Shtupeq is a unique village in terms of its location
and natural beauty. It has a diverse vegetation and what sets it apart even
more is the abundance of mountain fruits and medicinal plants. The initiative
and creativity of Shtupeq’s residents has resulted in this village now being
able to offer quite attractive services in accommodation and traditional food.
From this location the trail continues along the location known as the Broqi
Pass at an altitude of 1390 m (optional accommodation can be found here)
to reach the well-known site of Podi i Jakupit (Jakup’s Basin) at an altitude of
1850 m (optional accommodation can be found here) from where you can
see magnificent views of the Rugova gorge and highlands and of the
Accursed Mountains in general. It should be noted that due to private
properties, part of this trail passes through the main road, which is paved.
From this point the trail reaches the Shtedimi Pass (Gurri N’drenikës), which
is the first connecting point to the Montenegro trail (Municipality of Rozhaje).
From this point the trail continues with a moderate descent while arriving to
the village of Pepaj, at an altitude of 1800 m.
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Recommendation: Based on our experience, we suggest that bikers should
spend half a day in the city of Peja and the other half to ride to the first point
where they can find accommodation and relax during an enjoyable evening in
one the villages mentioned above, enjoying the traditional food and cultural
experiences of local residents.
Stage two: The trail starts in the village of Pepaj. The trail continues in the
direction of the village Koshutan, which is also one of the remarkable villages
of the Rugova highlands. This stage of the trail is shorter and more relaxing,
so you can use this day to soak in the panoramic views and the nature of these
mountains for your enjoyment. Upon arrival in the village of Koshutan you will
be accommodated in one of the guesthouses in this village. Along this trail,
you will enjoy views of the Halja peak (2,403 m), views of the Guri i Kuq (2,522
m) which is highest peak in Peja Municipality, panoramic views of the Accursed
Mountains on the territories of Albania and Montenegro, as well as the
diversity of the flora and fauna and many other marvels created by nature.
Stage three: The following experience begins
with the taste of breakfast, which is greatly
experienced in the nature of the village of
Koshutan. From here you will begin to follow the
trail towards the village of Shkrel, which is one
of the most beautiful villages in the Rugova
highlands. This village is located at an altitude
of 1600 m offering magnificent views of
different Rugova highland zones. The trail
proceeds west towards the village of Boge,
going through the area known as “Gropat e
Madha” (Great Basin), where there is an access
point to the Montenegro side. From here the trail
continues to the village of Boge, which is a
skiing center, and onwards to the village of
Kuqishte, where you can find accommodation.
From the village of Kuqishte, the trail then
connects to the Çakor part and crosses into
Montenegro. Another point of entry is from
Shkreli village, through the “Qafa e Dasmorëve”
(Pass of the Wedding Procession), which leads
into Montenegro. Please see website for details
on the trails that continue in Montenegro, and
border-crossing procedures.
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South to West Biking Trail
This trail starts from Peja city centre and goes through the villages along the
fields of the Dukagjini flatlands, for a distance of 20 km to reach the Deçan
Gorge, where the mountainous part of the journey begins, and leads to the
Bogiqe Pass at an altitude of 2100 m full of panoramic views of the Deçan
highlands. The end point of this trail is also the tri-border between Kosovo,
Montenegro and Albania, and is where your experience continues in the
Montenegrin part of the trails.
Itinerary: Peja - Loxha - Llozhan - Strellc i Ulët - Isniq - Deçan - Deçani Gorge - Kozhnjer
- Zalli Rupes - Bogiqe Pass. (see related Trail Map for details)

� Length: 44.85 km
� Difficulty: Moderate - suitable for non-professional recreational bikers
of almost all ages and visitors who are in good physical shape.
� Stages: The trail is divided into two stages, and is recommended by
guides to be coved during a two-day period which includes
recuperation breaks and overnight stays in guesthouses found in
panoramic villages along the trail path.
� Attractions: Cultural heritage sites full of old stone houses (Kulla’s)
along the trail from Peja to Deçan, panoramic views of the villages
along the flatlands, views of the Accursed Mountains, Deçan Gorge,
Deçan Monastery, views of the Accursed Mountains in Montenegro and
Albania, etc.
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Stage one: Your experiences start from Peja, which is not a big city but is
spread along flat terrain, while the Accursed Mountains rise above the city
like a crown from the northwest. From the city center the trail passes
through city streets and leads east towards to the village of Loxhe. The trail
follows the Loxha village road on which then you take the left turn towards
the village of Graboc and then the proceed to the village of Llozhan (Peja to
Llozhan distance is a total of 10 km). Knowing that this stage offers a
recreational ride and will not take much of your time, we suggest you
conserve your energy and take relaxing breaks at different sites to
experience the beauties of the villages and enjoy the opportunity to talk to
the locals about their culture and traditions. As you approach the village of
Llozhan you can find a resting place where you can take a short break, and
then continue to the school where you can also see the monument of the
first hydropower plant constructed in this village. The trail then continues
through the villages Strellc i Ulët of Deçan, whose beautiful rural landscapes
will make your experience special (the length of this stage is 12km). Upon
arrival in Deçan you will have completed the first stage, and now is time to
relax a little and find accomodation for the night. Later you can continue
with other experiences by visiting some cultural heritage sites in Deçan, such
as the Deçan Monastery, which is under UNESCO protection, the Kuklecaj and
Osdautaj Kullas, as well as Tahir Sadria’s water mill in Isniq, the Mazrekaj
Kullas in the village of Drenoc, and the Shabanaj’s mill in Deçan, all of which
have great architectural and cultural heritage values.
Optional accomodation: For all those who want to stay in the highlands, you
can continue the trail along the Deçan Gorge and at the 7th kilometer you
will reach the Kalaja hotel, a stone construction that offers very good service.
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Stage two: You need to be better prepared for the second stage, as it goes
over mountainous terrain, but with greater effort come greater experiences
and adrenaline rushes. From the center of Deçan, which sits an altitude of
661 m, you must follow the main road which passes along the splendid
Deçan Gorge, slowly progressing into the highlands. As you progress on the
trail, in about 2 km, you will reach the Deçan Monastery, built in the 14th
century, and in case this is your first tour of the area we strongly recommend
you pay it a visit. This Orthodox monastery is under the protection of
UNESCO. This part of the trail, leading all the way to Kozhnjeri, makes for an
easy ride through beautiful landscapes, and part of the road is paved. This
stage of the trail winds along the beautiful Lumbardhi of Deçan river, whose
flowing waters bring freshness in the warm summer days. The trail continues
along the main road in the direction of the Albanian Creek, reaching the area
known as Zalli i Rupës which is a natural site of stunning views. From here
begins an indescribable adventure, as you are now in the highlands, which
means you are over the altitude of 1,500 m, and the sights these mountains
have to offer will enchant you with their beauty. From Zalli i Rupes the trail
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continues to the next point known as Bjeshka e Dobroshit (Dobroshi
mountains), and after a climb you will reach the last destination in Kosovo,
known as Bogiqe Pass at an altitude of over 2,100 m. This is the highlight
and most attractive point of the whole trail, sitting on the tri-border between
Kosovo, Montenegro and Albania.
If you decide to cross the border, your adventure will continue through the
beautiful trail full of natural landscapes of Montenegro, where you’ll
encounter more enriching experiences with the local culture and traditions.
Please see the website for more information on the trails that continue in
Montenegro, as well as procedures for crossing the border.
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ATTRACTIVE
PEAKS OF
PEJA
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ATTRACTIVE PEAKS OF PEJA
As part of the existing trails which also fall within the Accursed Mountains
zone, there are a total of five trails which allow the summiting of mountain peaks
around the city of Peja, also known as the Peaks of Peja Trails. These peaks
include the Hajla peak at 2,403 m altitude, the Guri i Kuq peak at 2,522 m, the
Çfërla peak at 2,461 m and the Vjellak peak at 2,014 m. The summiting of these
peaks is recommended to be done one by one, as all of the trails towards them
are linear, which means that the same route has to be taken to get back safely.
Alternatively, one can also arrange to summit these peaks from other hiking or
biking trails, as a detour, however it is highly recommended that this be done
with the assistance of local guides, in order to ensure your safety.
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The Hajla Peak Trail
This is one of the most attractive peaks which is summited by both domestic
and foreign mountaineers and alpinists all year round. It is located on the
north-western mountains overlooking Peja, and the route to it passes along
the villages of Reka Allages and Pepaj, with optional routes going also
through the villages of Koshutan, Shkrel and Shtedim. To get to the starting
point of this trail, transportation is required from Peja to one of the villages
mentioned above, although Pepaj village is the most preferred one. The trail
progresses through beautiful highland landscapes full of the various species
of pine and beech trees, as well as many other types of plants and flowers,
like the famous Alpine Star known as the Edelweiss. On the trail you may
also encounter various species of birds and other animals. Once you have
summited the Hajla Peak, you will be able to enjoy panoramic views of the
Accursed Mountain ranges and other mountain tops, which stretch beyond
Kosovo in the direction of Montenegro and Albania.
• Length: 3.8 km (on one direction)
• Altitude: minimum 1,630 m / maximum altitude 2,403 m
• Difficulty: Moderate (suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good shape and are familiar with hiking, while
during the winter season more technical skills are required)
• Duration: 3h
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The Çfërla Peak Trail
The trail for summiting this peak begins in the city of Peja and continues to
the mountains overlooking the city at an altitude of 2,461 m, hence no
transport is required. It is part of the Accursed Mountains group of peaks and
stands on the southwestern direction from the city centre. The trail begins by
following the pedestrian pathway known locally as the Health Trail, then
connecting to the path that leads to the hillsides southwest of the city,
proceeding through pine forests and arriving at the Saka’s Meadow which is
rich is flora and fauna. It is from this point that the ascend along the trail
becomes steeper and more challenging, to reach the mountain of Tarabosh
and the Adil’s Meadows which stand at higher altitudes and offer great
locations for resting during this climb, before reaching the summit of the
Çfërla Peak. Along the trails you also be able to see many seasonal shepherd
settlements, and many panoramic views of the Dukagjini Flatlands and
beyond, and on a clear day most of Kosovo’s territory to the south and east of
the peak, and beautiful mountain ranges of the Accursed Mountains
extending towards Montenegro and Albania on the north and west side of
the peak.
• Length: 14.2 km (on one direction)
• Altitude: minimum 520 m / maximum altitude 2,461 m
• Difficulty: Moderate (suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good shape and are familiar with hiking, while
during the winter season more technical skills are required)
• Duration: 7:30 h
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The Vjellak Peak Trail
This is another peak overlooking the city of Peja, and is part of the Accursed
Mountains range situated to the north of the town. It is a very attractive peak
as mountaineers from Kosovo and beyond summit it throughout the year. The
trail to the peak begins from the city centre and progresses through the hills
and mountains that offer beautiful landscapes and panoramic views of the
Dukagjini flatlands before reaching the summit of Vjellak at 2,014 m. From
this point you can see most of Kosovo’s territory on a clear day, as well as the
mountain ranges of the Accursed Mountains in Montenegro and Albania. For
those that want to continue with the hike, the trail connects to alternative
routes that lead towards the villages of Rugova, namely the North to West
hiking trail mentioned previously, which connects to Montenegro, as well as
the trails of the Peak of Balkans and the Via Dinarica.
• Length: 13.3 km (on one direction)
• Altitude: minimum520 m / maximum altitude 2,014 m
• Difficulty: Moderate (suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good shape and are familiar with hiking, while
during the winter season more technical skills are required)
• Duration: 5h
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The Guri i Kuq Peak Trail
This is the highest peak in the territory of Peja Municipality and the Rugova
highlands, found at the central part of the Accursed Mountains in Kosovo.
The north face of the mountain is quite a challenging climb as it features
vertical rocks, while the alternative routes to its summit utilize the naturally
created passes and troughs from the other sides of the mountain. Therefore,
if you are summiting the mountain along its vertical parts, more advance
climbing skills and special equipment are required. However, if rock climbing
is not an option for you, the southern side provides paths for moderately
difficult hiking, which also offers spectacular views and experiences. There
are two directions you can take to reach the Guri i Kuq mountain, one from
the village of Kuqishte, specifically the area of lakes known as Leqinat, and
the other from the village of Lumbardh.
The first trail to the Guri i Kuq Peak starts in Leqinat area of Kuqishte village,
which can be reached by any motorized transportation, and continues to the
picturesque Leqinat lake found within a zone full of vegetation, and rich in
various species of flora and fauna, providing for an unforgettable hiking
experience. The trail continues through the thick forest, which is still used by
local shepherds, to reach the Drelaj lake, which in the spring season is full
of water. This area is quite well known for those that collect wild blueberries
and mountain herbal teas. From here the trail proceeds through the area
known as the Shkodra valley to reach the Guri i Kuq mountain, from where
the summiting starts.
• Length: 7.2 km (on one direction)
• Altitude: minimum 1,510 m / maximum altitude 2,522 m
• Difficulty: Moderate (suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good shape and are familiar with hiking, while
during the winter season more technical skills are required)
• Duration: 4:30 h
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The second trail to this peak is the one from Lumbardhi village, which can be
reach by motorized transportation of the off-road type, which takes about an
hour from the city of Peja. This trail also offers beautiful landscapes, along
which you will see the so-called lake of the trees, and habitats of wild
animals like mountain goats, before reaching the Guri i Kuq mountain and
begin your ascent.
• Length: 9 km (on one direction)
• Altitude: minimum 1,550 m / maximum altitude 2,522 m
• Difficulty: Moderate (suitable for mountaineers of all ages and
visitors who are in good shape and are familiar with hiking, while
during the winter season more technical skills are required)
• Duration: 5:30 h
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ROCK-CLIMBING IN THE ACCURSED
MOUNTAINS
Rock-climbing is an added value to adventure tourism in the Rugova
highlands. The Rugova Gorge is simply put, a rock-climbing paradise that
offers exceptional conditions. The cliffs risings up to 1000 meters along the
12 km stretch of this gorge offer great opportunities for climbing. Hence,
rock-climbing is an activity that has been developing since 2002 in and
around the Rugova Gorge. More than 60 rock climbing routes have been
created, ranging from 10 to 35 meters in length, while their difficulty ranges
from 5c+ to 6b+. Most of the rock-climbing lines are concentrated in the
Rugova Gorge at various rock-climbing sites. Therefore, when conditions are
right, rock climbers are a daily encounter in the Rugova Gorge, enjoying their
climb along the cliffs of this beautiful canyon, or in other areas in Rugova.
The new rock-climbing lines created during 2020 and 2021 as part of this
project are located in a very attractive area for rock-climbing and camping,
which has been named the “Exquisite Climbing” site. It is located only 3 km
away from Peja city center, in the direction of the Rugova Gorge. You can
reach this area on foot, or take either public transportation or a taxi. Once
you have reached the first bridge at the third kilometer on the Peja-Rugova
road, on your left you’ll be able to see the approach to this area. It only takes
a few minutes of uphill walking from the main road to get to the base of the
rock-climbing routes.
This new rock-climbing site, developed through this project, has a total of 18
rock climbing routes, of 15 to 35 meters in length, while their difficulty
ranges from 5c+ to 6b+. The area offers climbing opportunities even for
beginners who want to give rock-climbing a try or wish to initiate themselvs
in this outdoor adventure activity. The organization which helped to develop
this site and is in charge of its operation and maintenance is “Marimangat e
Pejës” (The Peja Spiders), which also organists rock-climbing events in this
and other sites.
Organization in charge:
Email:
Website:
Facebook:

Alpinist Association “Marimangat e Pejës”
marimangat@gmail.com
www.marimangat.org
https://www.facebook.com/Marimangat

ATTENTION: Rock-climbing requires specialist skills and equipment, and should not

be attempted by those without any prior experience. Please get in touch with the
local organization listed above to arrange your safe rock-climbing experience, using
safety tested equipment and tools.
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OTHER OUTDOOR ACTIVITY
ATTRACTIONS IN THE ACCURSED
MOUNTAINS ZONE IN KOSOVO
Via Ferrata is another thrilling experience that is highly sought after by
visitors to Peja. By now, there are a total of 5 Via Ferrata pathways in the
Accursed Mountains, with 4 located in the Rugova Gorge, and only one in the
Deçan Gorge. These awesome “iron pathways” over cliffs extend from 300 m
to 1000 m, with elevation from the ground level going to even above 300 m.
Local organisations and tour operators, provide guided events on the “Via
Ferrata” mountain climbing pathways, and offer the necessary safety
equipment without which the climb is not allowed.

Zip Line flying is another adrenaline inducing
activity you can do in Peja. It is located in the
Rugova gorge, about three kilometres from the
city centre, with a running length of 700 meters,
which makes it one of the longest in the region.
The zip line flying experience will give you
incredible views of the Rugova canyon and the
river that runs through it. This is the only major
Zip Line in Kosovo and it has been certified by
an international organisation. The Zip Line
utilises US made equipment, and professional
trained staff will assist you to safely conduct
this recreational activity.
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Paragliding over Peja is another activity that complements and enriches
Peja’s tourism offer. This activity is offered at two sites, one in the Maja e Zezë
hills (Black Peak) found to the north of Peja that offers exiting flight paths
over the city of Peja, and the other in the Lipa mountain, offering stunning
views of the Drini i Bardhë waterfall and the Dukagjini flatlands covering
many municipalities.

Hot air balloon riding is quite a
recent development in Peja, as
part of the Municipality’s efforts to
enrich the tourism offer. Currently,
there is one hot air balloon being
operated, but there are plans for
increasing this number, as local
pilots are being trained and
certified to operate these crafts,
hence in the near future this
activity will become even more
popular.
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Rafting and Kayaking are recent
additions to the list of outdoor
activities available in Peja. The local
organisation which organises such
events is still developing additional
locations along the rivers of the
region, with some offering more
adrenaline inducing experiences
over the rapid river waters that frow
from the Rugova Gorge.

Cave exploration is available in two
locations in Peja. The “Gryka e
Madhe” Cave, located on the Rugova
Gorge, is a mega attraction and is
still being explored. So far, 13 km of
exploration have been made inside
this cave, and its exploration effort
will take many more years. It is
distinguished by the stunning
beauty of its galleries of different
sizes with stalagmites, stalactites,
pools, streams, etc. What makes it
unique is its height, ranking it
among the top 10 unique caves
around the world. The other cave
which is located in the village of
Radavc is called the Sleeping
Beauty, and is also part of Accursed
Mountains national park zone. This
cave is open and can be visited
during most of the year, apart from
the spring season when the snow
and ice melting raise the level of
the water in side the cave. This cave is located next to the Drini i Bardh
spring and its beautiful waterfall, which makes it an attractive combination
of natural heritage assets to visit.
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Skiing is also a very popular activity. Although the conditions may be far from
perfect, you can have a very good experience, especially if you’re a beginner
who wants to learn the basics. Nordic skiing is another possible activity in
this mountainous part. Currently, only the village of Boge offers a ski-lift
service and maintained skiing pathways, however, other locations are being
explored and are expected to be developed in the coming years.

Snowshoeing is another activity that
has been developed in the recent
years, with local organisations
providing equipment and guides for
organised events, on trails that
connect the various villages. The
village of Boge is again a starting
point for such snowshoeing trips, and
through this project a cross-border
snowshoeing itinerary has been
established also, connecting Boge
with villages on the Montenegrin side.
If you wish to obtain more information or are interested in being part of these
outdoor activities, you may access the Peja Tourism Information Office web
platform at the following web address: www.pejatourism.org
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TOUR OPERATORS AND ASSOCIATIONS
Balkan Nature Adventure
Edit Durham 7, Peja, Kosovo
+383 45 505 261; +383 49 661 105
virtyt@bnadventure.com
www.bnadventure.com

Rugova Hiking
Xhevat Begolli, Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 126 443
bujar.zeka@rugovahiking.com
www.rugovahiking.com

Outdoor Kosova
Ismail Qemajli 10A, Peja, Kosovo,
+383 44 22 13 65, +383 49 168 566
outdoorksinfo@gmail.com
www.outdoorkosova.com

Wander Adventures
Jakup Ferri 16, Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 656 451
wanderadvent@gmail.com
Facebook: Wander Adventures

Rugova Experience Trek
Mbreti Pirro str, Peja, Kosovo
+383 44 267 498
rugovatour@gmail.com
www.rugovaexperience.org

Kosova Outdoor
Çameria 43, Peja, Kosovo
+383 44 350 511
kosovaoutdoor@gmail.com
www.kosovaoutdoor.net

Mountaineering Association “Gjeravica”
Mbretresha Teute, Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 135 590
shbagjeravica1928@gmail.com
Facebook: SHBA Gjeravica Peje 1928

Skiing Association “Pro Ski”
Boge village, Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 181 808
proski-ks@hotmail.com
Facebook: Feim Kollçaku

Cycling Association “Cyclists sans Frontiers”
Nëna Terezë 95, Peja, Kosovo
+383 44 165 298; +383 44 139 179
csf.bpk@gmail.com
www.csf-bpk.com

Paragliding Association “Shijo Edhe Ti”
Bill Clinton str, Peja, Kosovo
+383 44 142 938
shijoedheti@gmail.com
Facebook: Shijo Edhe Ti

Alpinist Association “Marimangat e Pejës”
Mbretëresha Teutë str, Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 174 442
marimangat@gmail.com
www.marimangat.com

Kayaking Association “Kayak Kosova”
Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 851 327
arianitmula@gmail.com
Facebook: Kayak Kosova

Speleology Association “Aragonit Speleo”
+383 44 221 365 / +44 78 0194 7007
mentorbojku@yahoo.com
fatos64@gmail.com
www.aragonit-speleo.org

Hot Air Ballon Club “Balkan Sky”
Peja, Kosovo
+383 49 860 014
lea25@mail.com
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SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
For your safety and comfort, we remind you when hiking or biking on
mountain trails to:
• Always carefully plan your trip in nature in accordance with your
abilities.
• Never go alone, always in an organised group.
• Ensure you have adequate clothing and footwear, means for
orientation (map, compass or GPS device), protection from bad
weather, a flashlight, water and food reserves, first aid, a signalling
whistle, regardless of whether you are going on a one-day or multiday tour with or without a professional guide.
• Gather all necessary information for your safe hiking or biking –
about local weather conditions and specific risks on a chosen trail,
and ensure you have prepared adequate equipment.
• Assess your own abilities and fitness, so choose a trail of a
corresponding difficulty.
• Do not forget protective clothing for rain and cold, skin and eye
protection from UV rays, your hiking guidebook and/or map, and
personal documents.
• Start your hike or bike early in the morning, with planned time for
rest, sightseeing and safe arrival to the planned destination and/or
return during daylight.
• Adjust your walking/biking speed to the group, take frequent breaks
and follow the guide’s instructions.
• Avoid drinking water from unverified springs, and always carry water
reserves.
• Do not stray from the group on your own, and always follow marked
trails and guides!
• Use official maps and tracks, updated guidebooks for a selected trail.
• Always bring your mobile phone, backup phone batteries/powerbank, flashlight and a GPS device or smartphone with GPS
functionality if available.
• If you are in any doubt, go back, especially in difficult weather
conditions, to the nearest shelter in consultation with the guide, and
never arbitrarily decide on your own.
• Do not leave trash behind in nature – leave the resting places as you
found them.
• Use of open fires should be reduced to a minimum, especially in
summer periods, and always make sure the fire has been completely
put out before you leave the site.
• Do not disturb wildlife and always protect the flora (make photos
instead).
• In the case of an accident, provide first aid with resources and
abilities available to you and call the emergency line 112 in Kosovo
and Montenegro, and 129 in Albanian. Follow the instructions of the
emergency line operators carefully.
• Remember, you are using trails at your own risk, act responsibly!
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